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l Introduction* Let £ be a locally convex Hausdorff topological
vector space over the field of real numbers and E' its dual. Let tp

denote the uniform convergence topology over precompact sets of E on
E'. It is known ([2], Chapitre III, §3, N°. 5, Proposition 5) that tv

topology coincides with the weak* topology σ(E', E) on each equicont-
inuous set of Ef. Let tw denote the finest locally convex topology on Er

which coincides with σ(E'', E) on each equicontinuous set. Following
H. S. Collins [3] let e-w* denote the finest topology which coincides with
σ(E', E) on each equicontinuous set of E''. It is clear that these three
topologies are related as follows: e-w* D tw D tp or, in other words, e-w*
is finer than tw and tw is finer than tp. Collins [3] has shown that
in general these inclusions are proper. However, if E is metrizable,
e-w* = tp.

The object of this paper is to study the locally convex linear spaces
E on whose dual E', e-w* = tp. Such a space we call an S-space.
We shall give examples showing that an S-space is a proper generaliza-
tion of metrizable locally convex linear spaces. The completion of an
S-space is an S-space. A complete S-space is 5-complete (a notion due
to V. Ptak [19] which is important in connection with the open mapping
theorem). The Krein Smulian Theorem is true on complete S-spaces
(Theorem 3.) Two of the main theorems are the following ones:

THEOREM 8. A complete I.e. space with a countable fundamental
system of precompact sets is a complete S-space and hence a fortiori
B-complete.

THEOREM 10. Let E be a complete S-space in which the closure of
any dense subspace is obtained by taking the closures of its precompact
sets only. Then Ef, endowed with the tc-topology (the uniform conver-
gence topology over convex compact sets of E on Ef) is Br-complete for
all locally convex topologies finer than tc and coarser than τ(E', E).

Theorem 10 is a generalization of result 6.5 [19] concerning Frechet
spaces. We also prove that an LF-space E with a defining sequence
of Frechet spaces En(n ^ 1) is .B-complete provided each En contains a
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countable fundamental system of precompact sets. In general the fact
that an LF-space need not be jB-complete follows from an example
given by A. Grothendieck [8]. In connection with the open mapping
theorem we prove the following: Let E be an F-space (or a complete
S-space) and F a T-space (or a ί-space). Then a linear and continuous
mapping of E onto F is open. For other generalizations of Banach's
open mapping theorem see Dieudonne et Schwartz [6], Grothendieck
[9], Kothe [15], Ptak [19] and Robertsons [21].

The author wishes to express his sincere appreciation to professor
Mark Mahowald for his assistance and for his many instructive conver-
sations. His thanks are also due to Professor W?. B. Jurkat for his
helpful suggestions.

2. Preliminaries and notations. We shall usually follow Bourbaki
definitions and notations [2]. The phrases " a topological vector space"
or "a locally convex topological vector space" will be abbreviated to "a
TVS" or "an I.e. space." A TVS which is metrizable and complete is
called an Jf̂ -space ([1], §1, p. 35) and an I.e. F-space a Frechet space
([2], Chap. 2, p. 59). The strict inductive limit of Frechet spaces is
called an LF-space [6].

Let e-w* denote the finest topology on the dual Er of an I.e. space
E, which coincides with the weak* topology σ(E', E) on each equicon-
tinuous set. This topology is not necessarily locally convex or even
linear. However, by Collins' Theorem 5 [3] it is semi-linear (i.e., the
mappings: (x,y)-+ x — y and (λ, x) —> Xx are continuous in each variable
separately, unlike the linear topology in which these mappings are con-
tinuous in both variables together, e-w* can be described more explic-
itly as follows: A set W of Eτ is β-w*-open (or e-w*-closed) if and only
if W Π U° (U° is the polar of U) is open (or compact) in the relative
weak* topology of U° for each neighborhood U of 0 in E. A linear
mapping / of an I.e. space E into another I.e. space F is said to be
almost open if for each neighborhood U of a point x e E, /(U) (the
closure of f(U)) is a neighborhood of the point f(x)eF [19]. An I.e.
space E is said to be B-complete if for an I.e. space F, a linear,
continuous and almost open mapping of E into F is open [19]. A set
Qf in E' is said to be almost closed if Q' Π U° is weak* closed for
each neighborhood U of 0 in E. In terms of the e-w*-topology to
say that Qr is almost closed in Ef is equivalent to saying that Qf is
€-w*-closed. An I.e. space E is called fully-complete if every almost
closed subspace Q' of Er is weakly closed. Ptak [19] proved that the
notions of ^-completeness and full-completeness are equivalent. We
shall use the term " Incomplete " only in the sequel. An. I.e. space E is
called Br-complete if every almost closed dense subspace Qf of Er coin-
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cides with Er. Br-completeness can be described in terms of topologies
on E. For this let u and v be two locally convex topologies on E such
that uz)v. Let v{u) denote the topology for which a fundamental sys-
tem of neighborhoods of 0 consists of ^-neighborhoods which are t -closed.
If v is Hausdorff so is v(u) and u Z) v(u) z> v. Now an I.e. space E,
endowed with a locally convex topology u, is called Br-complete if for
any locally convex topology v such that u D v and v(u) — v imply u = v
{[19], 4.2).

Given a family @ of bounded sets of a TVS, then a sub-family %
is called a fundamental system of @ if each set of @ is contained in
a set of g [11].

The following notations will be used for denoting different topologies:

<τ(E'', I?) = the simple convergence topology on Ef (also called weak*-

topology)

tc — the uniform convergence topology over convex compact sets

of E on E'.

tk = the uniform convergence topology over compact sets of i?

on Er.

tp = the uniform convergence topology over precompact (totally

bounded) sets of i? on Er.

β = the uniform convergence topology over bounded sets of i?

on £" (also called strong topology).

τ(E', E) = the Mackey topology on £".
e-w;* = the finest topology which coincides with σ(E', E) on each

equicontinuous set of E\

tw = the finest locally convex topology which coincides with σ(Ef',

E) on each equicontinuous set of Er.

There are some similar topologies on an I.e. space E itself. For
example:

<i(Ef E
f) = the weak topology on E.

τ{E, E') = the Mackey topology on E.

ω = the finest locally convex topology on E.

If the dual E' of an I.e. space E is endowed with a topology other
than σ(E\ E), then we shall denote the space by En°, En*f Efτ, Erβ

etc., depending upon which topology te, tp, τ or β is put on J5". A
linear space E with a topology u will be denoted by Eu and will be
assumed Hausdorff over the field of the reals.

The two topologies uτ and u2 on a linear space E are said to be
equivalent if they generate isomorphic duals and the notation for this
is ux ~ u2.
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3 S-spaces and their characterization*

DEFINITION 1. An I.e. space Eu is called an S-space if on its dual
E', e-w* = ί p .

The definition implies e-w* — tw and consequently e-w* is a locally
convex topology for S-spaces.

A simple characterization of S-spaces is given as follows:

THEOREM 1. An I.e. space Eu is an S-space if and only if for
each e-w*-open neighborhood Wr of 0 in E' there exists a u-precompact
set P in Eu such that P° c W.

Proof. If Eu is an S-space then e-w* = tp on E' which implies the
condition in the Theorem. On the other hand, if the condition P° c W
holds, e-w* atp. But in general, e-w* D tp ([3], Theorem 10) and there-
fore, by combining the two inequalities, we get e-w* = tp on Ef. In
other words, Eu is an S-space.

Metrizable I.e. spaces (in particular, Frechet spaces and Banach
spaces) form an important class of S-spaces ([3], Theorem 12).

An example of an S-space which is not metrizable is as follows:

EXAMPLE. Let E be the linear space of finite sequences (i.e., the
sequences with only a finite number of non-zero components), endowed
with the finest locally convex topology for which the embeddings:
Ren-^E (where en is the vector with all components except the wth,
zero and R is the field of real numbers) are continuous for n ^ 1.
In this case E is the strict inductive limit of an increasing sequence
En(n ^ 1) of finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces which are metrizable
(actually Frechet spaces). By using the open mapping theorem of
Banach and Baire's theorem (Every Frechet space is of 2nd category),
it is easy to see that E is not metrizable. But E is complete. Now
we show that E is an S-space. For this consider the dual Ef — R*
(the countable product of the reals). Since E is complete, tp = tc on
Ef. Moreover, tc = σ(E', E) on Ef because every convex compact set
in E [is finite dimensional. But σ(E', E) is simply the product topo-
logy which is metrizable and therefore, by Theorem 13 ([13], p. 231),
e-w* = σ(E\ E). Combining the latter with the above equations we
get e-w* = tp. This proves that E is an S-space.

4. S-spaces and B-completeness By one of the examples due to
Collins [3] it follows that a complete I.e. space need not be an S-space
(the example will be quoted later on). Nor is it true that an S-space
is always complete because a metrizable (not necessarily complete) I.e.
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space is an S-space ([3], Theorem 12). The following theorem gives a
sufficient condition for an S-space to be incomplete.

THEOREM 2. An S-space Eu is B-complete provided every u-closed
u-precompact set in Eu is u-compact.

Proof. By the definition of S-spaces, e-w* — tw = tp. Further the
hypothesis that every ^-closed and w-precompact set is ^-compact, cou-
pled with tw = tp, implies Eu is complete by Theorem 10 [3]. Moreover,
completeness of Eu implies tp = tc on E'u, and for the same reason tc on
El is compatible with duality. Hence e-w*f being locolly convex and
equal to tc is compatible with duality; and therefore, by the Mackey's
theorem ([2], Chapitre IV, §2, N° 3, Proposition 4), the closed convex
sets of e-w* = tc are the same as those of σ(E', E).

Now let Q be a linear almost closed subspace of E'. But to say
that Q is almost closed is the same as saying that Q is e-w*-closed.
Hence Q, being convex (because it is a linear space) and e-w*-closed, is
also σ(E', Enclosed. This proves that E is .B-complete.

COROLLARY 2.1. A complete S-space is B-complete.

Proof. Since, in a complete I.e. space, every closed precompact set
is compact, the Corollary follows from Theorem 2.

In the above theorem, though the condition that every closed pre-
compact set in E be compact is sufficient for an S-space to be B-
complete or complete ([3], Theorem 10) it need not be necessary because
the e-w*-topology on Ef for B-complete I.e. spaces E need not be locally
convex. However, the following propositions deal with necessary and
sufficient conditions.

PROPOSITION 1. An S-space E is complete if and only if every
closed precompact set of E is compact.

Proof. If an I.e. space is complete then the condition is evidently
satisfied. On the other hand, the condition implies E is -B-complete by
Theorem 2 and therefore, a fortiori, complete.

PROPOSITION 2. A complete I.e. space E is an S-space if and only
if e-w*, on its dual Er, is a locally convex topology.

Proof. The fact that e-w* is locally convex for S-spaces follows
from the definition. On the other hand, if e-w* is locally convex then
e-w* = tw on Er. By the Theorem 10 [3], completeness implies tw = tp.
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Combining these two equations we get e-w* = tw — tv which proves that
E is an S-space.

COROLLARY. An LFspace E is B-complete if e-w* on E' is local-
ly convex.

Proof. It follows from Proposition 2 because each LF-space is
complete.

The following theorem is know as the Krein Smulian theorem and
is known to be true for Banach spaces and more generally for Frechet
spaces. Here we show that it is true for complete S-spaces as well.

THEOREM 3. Let E be a complete S-space. For a convex set Mr

in E' to be σ(E', E)-closed it is necessary and sufficient that M' (Ί U°
be σ{Ef E)-closed for each neighborhood U of 0 in E.

Proof. The necessary part is obvious because U° is always σ(E' E)-
closed. That it is sufficient follows from the fact that E is a complete
S-space and hence e-w* = tc on E. But tc is compatible with duality
(because E is complete) and therefore closed convex sets under e-w*
and σ(Ef', E) are the same by the Mackey's Theorem ([2], Chapitre IV, §2,
N° 3, Prop. 4). Now the Theorem follows by observing that saying
Mf Π U° is σ(Ef ί?)-closed for each neighborhood U of 0 in E is equiva-
lent to saying that Mf is e-w*-closed.

J. L. Kelley [12] has recently studied hypercomplete spaces. He
proved: A linear topological space F is hypercomplete if and only if
each e-w*-closed convex circled subset of F' is σ(E', i?)-closed. He
studied hypercomplete spaces in connection with the closed graph The-
orem. He does not touch on any of the theorem proved here for
S-spaces. It is clear from Theorem 3 that a complete S-space is hyper-
complete. We do not know if the converse is true. We conjecture
that complete S-spaces and hypercomplete spaces are the same.

5. Completion of S-spaces

THEOREM 4. The completion Eu of an S-space Eu is an S-space.

Proof. We can identify the duals E'u and E'u of Eu and Eu respec-
tively, under the mapping i: /—>/(/e E'U1 fe E£) where / is the unique
extension of /. As i is an algebraic isomorphism of El onto E'u, it is

easy to see that e-w* on Ef

u and e-w* on El are the same. Let tp and
tp denote the uniform convergence topologies on precompact sets of Eu

and Eu respectively. Since every precompact set of Eu is precompact
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in Eu, we have t p z> £p. But in general e-w* 3 ?p and so e-w* ZDtpZD tp.
By hypothesis Eu is an S-space (i.e., e-w* = tp) and therefore e-w* =

•e-w* =: tP = tp which proves the Theorem.
The following Corollary 4.1 follows immediately from the above

Theorem.

COROLLARY 4.1. The completion Eu of an S-space Eu can be ob-
tained by completing the precompact sets of Eu only.

REMARK. The above Corollary shows that S-spaces and metrizable
I.e. spaces share the property that their completion can be obtained by
completing their precompact sets only. In the case of metrizable spaces,
precompact sets are to be replaced by Cauchy sequences.

COROLLARY 4.2. // Eu is an S-space then Eu is B-complete.

Proof. By the above theorem, Eu is an S-space, and being com-
plete it is incomplete by Corollary 2.1.

6 S'Spaces and bornological spaces* In view of the fact that
every metrizable I.e. space is bornological ([2], Chapitre III, §2, Exercise
15) as well as it is an S-space ([3], Theorem 12), one would like to
know if there is any relation between bornological and S-spaces. We
give an example of bornological I.e. space which is not an S-space.
Actually we prove more than that. More specifically we have the fol-
lowing:

THEOREM 5. A bornological I.e. space need not be an S-space.
Also a complete, bornological, t-space need not be an S-space.

Proof. For this let E be an infinite dimensional Banach space on
the field of the reals. It is easy to see that Ew is a bornological I.e.
space. On the other hand, Collins [3] has shown that Ew is not incomplete
and hence not an S-space. For the second part of the theorem, the
same example works because Ew is a reflexive, complete ί-space ([2],
Chapitre II, §2, Exercise 3, and Chapitre III, §1, Exercise 3).

7 Subspaces of an S-space In this section we shall show that a
subspace of a complete S-space with the Closure property (defined below)
is an S-space.

DEFINITION 2. A TVS E is said to satisfy CP (Closure-property) if
for any dense subspace Q of E, each precompact set of E is contained
in the closure of a precompact set of Q.
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REMARK. It is clear from the Definition that CP is equivalent to
saying that the closure of a dense subspace Q of a TVS E is obtained
by taking the closures of its precompact sets only.

In gendral an S-space need not satisfy CP. Every metrizable I.e.
space of course does so.

First of all we prove the following:

PROPOSITION 3. A closed subspace Q of a complete S-space E is
also a complete S-space.

Proof. Q is clearly complete and therefore, it is sufficient to show
that e-w*λ— tCl on Qf — E'lQ0, where e-w*λ is the finest topology which
coincides with σ(Q'', Q) on each equicontinuous set of Q\ and tCχ is the
uniform convergence topology on convex compact sets of Q. By Exer-
cise 12(c)([2], Chapitre IV, §3, N° 4) the quotient topology tq on Q' is
the same as tCl i.e., tq = tCχ because the convex hull of a compact set
in E as well as in Q, is compact because of E and Q being complete.
But the equality e-w* = tc on Έf (because E is a complete S-space)
implies e-w*q = tq on Q' (where e-w*q is the quotient topology of e-w*
on Q' and clearly Hausdorff because Q° is weakly closed and therefore
e-w*-closed due to continuity of the identity mapping). Hence we have

( i ) e-w*q = tCl

Furthermore, e-w*q coincides with σ(Q' Q) on each equicontinuous.
set of Qf because tCχ — tPl does so according to Proposition 5 ([2], Chapi-
tre III, §3, N° 5). Since e-w*! is the finest topology which coincides-
with σ(Q', Q) on each equicontinuous set of Q', we have

(ii) e-w*xZ) e-w*q .

In view of (i) it is clearly sufficient to show the reverse inclusion-
in order to complete the proof. For this let Wf be an e-wVopen
neighborhood of 0 in Q'. We wish to show that Φ~\W), where φ is
the canonical mapping: E' —> E'/Q°, is an e-w*-open neighborhood of 0
in Er. For each neighborhood U of 0 in E, U° is σ(E', i£)-compact in
E'. Let φ(U°) = Y and Φ'\Y) = X. Due to σ(E', ^-continuity of ψt

Y is σ(Er, £r)-compact and X is σ(E', £7)-closed in Ef. On the compact,
set Y, e-w*λ and σ(Qf

y Q) are the same. Let us now consider

φ-\wr)nx.
Clearly

Φ-^W) n x = ψ-^w n Y).

Since W is an e-w*1-open neighborhood and Y is compact, W Π Y ist
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relatively weakly open in X. Further, since U° is σ(E'', i?)-closed and
σ(E', £r)-compact,

φ-\W)nine/0- ΦΛW')n u°
{because Xz) U°) is σ(Ef, E)-open for each neighborhood U of 0 in E.
This shows, by definition, that φ~1(Wf) is an e-w*-open neighborhood of
0 in Ef and therefore e-w* c e-w*Q. This completes the proof.

PROPOSITION 4. Let E be an S-space satisfying CP. Then every
dense subspace Q of E is an S-space.

Proof. Density of Q implies Q' = Ef. Since for every neighborhood
U of 0 in Q, U° = (Uf (where E7 is the closure of U in E and hence
a neighborhood of 0 in E), the topologies e-w* and e-wί with regard
to E and Q respectively are the same on Er. By hypothesis for each
precompact set P in E, there exists a precompact set Pλ in ζ) such
that P13 P. This means that tPι — tp on Er (where tPl is the uniform
convergence topology over precompact sets of Q) and therefore,

e-w* = e-w* Z) ί^ — tp .

But JE is an S-space and therefore e-w* = ί^. This proves the proposition.

THEOREM 6. Let E be a complete S-space satisfying CP. Then
every subspace Q of E is an S-space.

Proof. According to Proposition 3, Q is an S-space in which Q is
a dense subspace and satisfies CP. Therefore, by Proposition 4, Q is
.an S-space.

8 Permanence property of S'spaces.

THEOREM 7. Let f be a linear, continuous and almost open map-
ping of an i.e. space E onto another I.e. space F. If E is an S-space
then F is also an S-space.

Proof. By hypothesis, the transpose mapping fr:F'—> Ef is a
homeomorphism (into). Therefore Ff can be identified with its image
f\F') in Ef. Let W be an e-w*-open neighborhood of 0 in F' i.e.,
W Π V° is σ(F', F)-open for each neighborhood V of 0 in F. Since

w n u° =
= rn
= w n
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is σ(Fr, F)-open for each neighborhood U of 0 in E (bacause / being-
almost open implies f(U) — V), and therefore σ(Ef, £r)-open, W is an
β-w*-open neighborhood of 0 in E'. E being an S-space, due to Theo-
rem 1 there exists a precompact set P in E such that P° a W. But

(f(P)f = f'ΛP0) c f'-\ W) = W

(because / ' is 1 : 1) implies that F is an S-space due to Theorem 1,.
because / being continuous and P a precompact set implies f(P) is.
precompact in F.

COROLLARY 7.1. Let E and F be I.e. spaces and f a linear, con-
tinuous and open mapping of E onto F. Then F is an S-space if E
is an S-space.

Proof. The Corollary is immediate from Theorem 7 because every
open mapping is almost open.

COROLLARY 7.2. Let E be an S-space and M a closed subspace of
E. Then E\M is an S-space.

COROLLARY 7.3. Let Eu be an I.e. space and v another locally
convex topology on E such that u D v and v(u) = v. Then Eυ is an
S-space if Eu is an S-space.

COROLLARY 7.4. // every bornological space is an S-space then
every quasibarrelled space is also an S-space.

Proof. For this let Eu be a quasi-barrelled space and EB its asso-
ciated bornological space ([2], Chap. Ill, p. 13). By Theorem 2.3 [17], the
identity mapping: EB —> Eu is linear, continuous and almost open. Hence
the Corollary follows from Theorem 7.

REMARK. Corollary 7.4 can also be taken to prove the first part
of Theorem 5.

9. Strict inductive limit of S-spaces From a result ([9], 5°, p. 93)
due to Grothendieck it follows that an Li^-space need not be incomplete
and hence the strict inductive limit of S-spaces need not be an S-space.
In Proposition 2 we have had a sufficient condition for any complete
I.e. space, in particular, for any LF-space to be an S-space. That con-
dition is too obvious and almost the definition of an S-space. Here we
shall have another condition which is more practicable.

First of all we have some lemmas.
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LEMMA 1. Let Kx and S2 be two collections of convex compact
sets of an I.e. space Eu such that S^ c (£2. Let k(&u u) and fe(&2, u)
denote the finest topologies which coincide with u on each Ct e Eα and
Co G E2 respectively. Then &(&!, u) ~D fc(S2, u).

Proof. Let W be an open set in /c((£2, u) i.e., ? Π C 2 is open under
the induced topology u on C2 for each C2 e K2. Since each d e E2, there-
fore W Π CΊ is open under the induced u-topology on d for each CΊ e GL̂
and hence W is an open set in

LEMMA 2. Lei £7 δβ an I.e. space and £" its dual. Let K
d2 6β ίt(;o collections of all convex tv-compact and convex closed equi-
continuous sets of Ef respectively. Let &(&i, tp) and e-w* be the
topologies defined as usual. Then k(&lf tp) Z) e-w* ZD tp.

Proof. Since each ^-compact set is σ-compact because tp Z) σ(E', E),
and tp coincides with σ(Ef', E) on each equicontinuous set, the first in-
clusion in the Lemma follows from Lemma 1. The second inclusion is
true in general.

LEMMA 3. Let Eu be an I.e. space which has a countable funda-
mental system of u-precompact sets. Then E is an S-space.

Proof. In view of Lemma 2 it is sufRcient to prove that &(Ei, tp) = tp

on Ef. But this follows from the fact that, by hypothesis, tp is metri-
zable and therefore, &(&!, tp) being its /^-extension is equal to tp ([13],
p. 231, Theorem 13).

THEOREM 8. Let Eu be a complete I.e. space which has a countable
fundamental system of u-precompact sets. Then Eu is B-complete.

Proof. By Lemma 3, E is an S-space and being complete it is a
complete S-space. Therefore, by Corollary 2.1, Eu is B-complete.

THEOREM 9. Let E be the strict inductive limit of complete I.e.
spaces En's (n ^ 1) such that each En contains a countable fundamen-
tal system of precompact sets. Then E is a complete S-space and a
fortiori B-complete.

Proof. By Exercise 9 ([2], Chapitre II, §2, N° 5) E is complete.
Moreover, each precompact set of E is contained in some Em for some
m and is a precompact set in Em ([2], Chapitre III, §2, N° 4, Proposi-
tion 6). Since each Em contains only a countable fundamental system
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of precompact sets, so does E. Hence by Theorem 8, E is .B-complete.

COROLLARY 9.1. An LF-space E with a defining sequence of
Frechet spaces En's is B-complete provided each En has a countable fun-
damental system of precompact sets.

COROLLARY 9.2. Let En (n ^ 1) he a sequence of complete I.e.
spaces each of which contains a countable fundamental system of
precompact sets. Let E be the direct sum of En

ys. Then E is acompl ete
S-space and a fortiori B-complete.

REMARK. The ί-spaces and quasi-barrelled spaces with a countable
fundamental system of compact sets have been studied by Dieudonne
[7], and by Mahowald and Gould [17] respectively.

lO Dual of an S-space It is known ([19], 6.5) that the dual Er,
endowed with the £c-topology of a Frechet spach E is incomplete for
all locally convex topologies finer than tc and coarser the τ(Ef, E).
However, this need not be the case for B-complete I.e. spaces is shown
as follows:

PROPOSITION 5. The dual of a B-complete I.e. space, endowed with
the tc-topology, need not be incomplete.

Proof. Consider E = /7Λi2α (an arbitrary Cartesion product of real
numbers), endowed with the Cartesian product topology. According to
Corollary 17.2 [3], E is B-complete and every closed bounded set in E
is compact ([11], Lemma 6). Hence tc = β on Ef. As β is the direct
sum topology of finite-dimensional spaces, it is the finest locally convex
topology and E'β = Ertc is a complete, bornological and reflexive ί-space.
We show that it is not B-complete.

For this let F be an infinite dimensional Banach space. It is clear
that the identity mapping i: Fw-+ F is linear, continuous, 1 :1 and
onto. It is also known ([3], pp. 271-272) that i is almost open but not
open. Hence Fr is dense and almost closed in F'w but not closed. This
shows that Fw is not incomplete (α fortiori not B-complete). But
then it is known that Fw is nothing more than ΣUe^ ί U where H
is the Hamel base and Ra is a copy of real numbers, and therefore

Ff = Σ « 6 * # Λ . T h u s > i f w e t a k e Fto f o r E h = E'β i n the Proposition,
the conclusion immediately follows.

THEOREM 10. Let Eu be a complete S-space satisfying CP. Then
E'tc is Br-complete for all locally convex topologies finer that tc and
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coarser that τ(Ef, E).

Proof. Let Q be an almost closed (i.e., Q Π C00 is σ(E, £")-closed
for each ^-compact set C of E) dense subspace of E. By Proposition
4, Q is an S-space. Further, the density of Q implies E' = Qr and
hence the e-w*-topology is the same with respect to E and Q. Q being an
S-space, e-w* is locally convex and e-w* — tPl, where tPl is the uniform
convergence topology over precompact sets of Q on Er.

Now we show that the almost closedness of Q implies every closed
precompact set in Q is compact. For this let tc and ίCl, on E', be the
uniform convergence topologies over convex compact sets of E and Q
respectively. Since E is complete, it is clear that tc and tH are com-
patible with duality. It is also clear that tCχ c tc. By virtue of result
3.2 [19], almost closedness of Q in E is equivalent to the fact that the
identity mapping: Ettc —»EftCl is almost open or in Ptak's notation:

But in general ([19], Theorem 5.10) or ([3], Theorem 10)

where tWχ is the finest locally convex topology which coincides with
<f(Qr, Q) on each equicontinuous set of Qf. But since Q is an S-space, so

tCl(e-w*) = tPl .

But E being a complete S-space implies

e-w* — tp = tc .

Hence we have

*Cl = tcStc) = tCl(e-w*) = ί^

which proves that closed precompact sets in Q are compact. By Propo-
sition 1, this implies that Q is complete and hence closed in E. This
shows that Q = E because Q is dense in E. This proves the first part
of the Theorem. The remainder follows from Ptak's result 4.3 [19].

11. S-spaces which are strong duals of certain I.e. spaces-

THEOREM 11. The strong dual of a semi-reflexive t-space Eu is a
complete S-space and hence a fortiori B-complete.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Efβ is an S-space because, ac-
cording to Exercise 3(c) ([2], Chapitre IV, §3, N° 4) coupled with the
observation that a metrizable I.e. space is bornological, Etβ is complete.
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Furthermore, semi-reflexiveness implies that E'βf — E and E'β is a ί-space
([2], Chapitre IV, §3, N° 3, Proposition 4); and also that β = τ(E', E).
Further, according to Exercise 12(b) ([2], Chapitre IV, §1, N° 6) every
σ-bounded set (hence every τ-bounded set because tf-bounded and τ-bounded
sets are the same by the Mackey's Theorem) is τ-precompact. But
every τ-precompact set, being σ-bounded, is equicontinuous because E is
a ί-space by hypothesis. Hence u — tp on E, where tp is the uniform
convergence topology over τ-precompact sets of E'. This proves that u
coincides with σ(E, E') on each equicontinuous set of E because tp does
so. But tp = u being metrizable, e-w* ~ tp because of Theorem 13 ([13],
p. 231) and the argument used in Lemma 3. Hence Etβ is a complete
S-space and by Corollary 2.1, it is l?-complete.

COROLLARY 11.1 The strong dual of a semi-reflexive Frechet space
is a complete S-space and a fortiori B-complete.

Proof. The Corollary follows from Theorem 11 because every
Frechet space is metrizable and a £-space.

COROLLARY 11.2 The strong dual of a metrizable Montel space is
a complete S-space.

Proof. The Corollary follows from Theorem 11 becanse a Montel
space is reflexive (hence semi-reflexive) and is a ί-space.

The following Corollaries are immediate from the above Theorem
and §9. Their proofs are omitted.

COROLLARY 11.3 The strong dual of a Montel space Eu is a com-
plete S-space and hence B-complete provided E'β is metrizable.

COROLLARY 11.4 The strong dual of a Montel space Eu is a com-
plete S-space provided Eu contains a countable fundamental system of
bounded sets.

COROLLARY 11.5 A Montel space E is a complete S-space provided
E contains a countable fundamental system of bounded sets.

REMARK. In view of the fact that every metrizable I.e. space is
bornological, one might be tempted to prove Theorem 11 for semi-
reflexive bornological ί-spaces. But this is not true due to an example
given in Theorem 5.

12» the open mapping theorem* Banach [1] proved that if E
and F are two F-spaces then a linear and continuous mapping of E
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onto F is open. Our object is to replace the range space F in Banach's
theorem by a more general linear space which we call T-spaces (defined
below). The purpose of defining T-spaces is to knock out local convexity
from t-spaces. For locally convex linear spaces the Theorem has been
carried over to more general linear spaces Frechet space, for example,
see Dieudonne et Schwartz [6], Grothendieck [10], Ptak [19], Robertsons
[21].

DEFINITION 3. A topological vector space is called a T-space if every
closed, circled and absorbing set is a neighborhood of 0.

THEOREM 12. If E is an F-space and F a T-space then a linear
and continuous mapping f of E onto F is open.

Since E is an i^-space, there exists a countable fundamental system
of neighborhoods Un {n ^ 1) of 0 in E such that Ϊ7w's are closed, circled
and absorbing with the following properties:

( a ) Un±L + Un+1 c Un for all n ^ 1 ,

For the proof of theorem we need the following two lemmas. The
proof of Lemma 4 is straightforward and therefore omitted.

LEMMA 4. Let E be a topological vector space and F a T-space.

Let f be a linear mapping of E onto F. Then for each neighborhood

U of 0 in E, f(U) is a neighborhood of 0 in F.

Now for each neighborhood Un of 0 in E, let us define

f(Un) = Wn for each n.

Evidently Wn+1d Wn for all n ^ 1.

LEMMA 5.

n wn = {0}.

Proof. L e t y e f]Z ± Wn. T h e n yef(Un) f o r a l l n^l. L e t V b e
a closed and circled neighborhood of 0 in F, then (y + V) Π /(Un) Φ Φ
for all n §? 1. That means there exists xn e Un such that f(xn) e y + V
for all n: ^ 1, or

(i) ΛxJ-veV
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since xn e Un and Un (n ̂  1) forms a decreassing sequence of a funda-
mental system of neighborhoods of 0 in E, xn-+0. f being continuous
and V being closed, ( i ) implies /(0) — y e V or y e V. But V is arbi-
trary, therefore y — 0.

Proof of Theorem 12. Since Un (n ̂  1) forms a fundamental sys-
tem of neighborhoods, so in order to prove that / is open, i.e., for any
open set P in E f(P) is open in F, it is sufficient to show that f(Un)
is a neighborhood of 0 in F for each n. More specifically what we
shall show is that f(Uk)Z) Wk+1 for any k.

Let ye Wk+1. Since f(Uk+1) is dense in Wk+1, there exists yx with a
preimage xτ =/- 1(y 1) e ?7fe+1 such that y — yxe Wk+2. Inductively proceed-
ing we assume that there exists yn with a preimage xn — f~\yn)

 e Uk+n

such that

(A) y - Σ V; e ΐ^ f c + n + 1 .

Further, since

^n + »»+l + * * * + ίCn + p € Uk+n + + Uk + n + p

and

therefore

(B) a?n + ^u+1 + + xn+p e Uk+n + Uk+n c Uk+n-x .

Now given any arbitrary neighborhood F of 0, we can choose N large
enough so that £7fc+7l_i c V f or n ^ iV and hence

# » + • • • + ^%+p 6 F for all n ^ iV and p ^ 0 .

This shows that the partial sums of the series Σ£=i ^i form a Cauchy
sequence. But E is complete, therefore there exists x £ E such that

oo

x = Σ βj •

By putting w = 1 in (B) we have
m

Σ %s e ί/fc for each m ,
3 = 1

and since Uk is closed so (letting m—> oo),

(C) a? = S « , e J 7 f c .
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/ being continuous implies

(D) Λχ) t) tJ

From (A) follows that

V ~ Σ V ; e Wk+n+p+1 c Wk,n,x f or p ^ 0 .

Since p can be chosen arbitrarily, so

m

V — ΣIVJZ WkλnΛ1 for large m ,

and WA+w+i being closed (letting m—• oo) we have

y — ΣiVse wk+n+1
3=1

or from (D), 2/ — f(x) e Wk+n+1 for each n. That implies

1/ - f(x) e Π W*+»+1 .
n — \

Hence by Lemma 5, y = /(x). But since, from (C) xe Uk, therefore

or f(Uk)Z) Wk+1. This proves the theorem.

THEOREM 13. Let E be a Frechet space and F an I.e. space. Let
f be a linear, continuous and almost open mapping of E into F.
Then f(E) is a t-space.

Proof. It is clear that f(E) is a closed linear subspace of F. Let
B be a barrel in f(E), then B is closed in F as well, and f being linear
and continuous implies f~\B) is closed, convex, circled and absorbing
in E. But E being a Frechet space and therefore a ί-space ([2], Chapi-
tre III, §1, Corollary of Proposition 1) implies f~\B) is a neighborhood
of Oin E. Since / is almost open, f(f~\B)) = B = B is a neighborhood
of 0 and hence f(E) is a ί-space.

By virtue of the facts that every complete S-space and the com-
pletion of an S-space are .B-complete the following Theorems 14 and
15 are just particular cases of Robertsons' Theorems 3 and 4 [21], and
of Robertson's Theorems 6 and 7 [22].

THEOREM 14. Let E be a complete S-space and F a t-space. Then:
( a ) A linear and continuous mapping f of E onto F is open.
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(b) A linear mapping g of F into E with the closed graph is
continuous.

THEOREM 15. Let E be an S-space and F a t-space. Then:
( a ) A linear and continuous mapping f of E onto F is open

provided f satisfies the filter condition ([22], Theorem 6).
(b) A linear mapping g of F into E with the closed graph

is continuous provided g satisfies the inverse filter condition ([22],
Theorem 7).

We have also investigated a kind of " converse " of the open map-
ping theorem. More precisely, let % (or S£) be the class of all Frechet
spaces (or ί-spaces) F. We ask if a locally convex linear space E for
which a linear, continuous 1:1 and almost open mapping / of E onto
F (for each Fe% or X) is actually open, is indeed a Frechet space (or
a Incomplete I.e. space). We have answered both of these questions
in the negative and will be published later on.
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